THE  FOUR  GEORGES
long ago as 1659, ^ut ^ was not
George III that there was much improvement in this
method of conveyance, and those who could afford to
do so either rode on horseback or travelled in their own
carriages. In 1784 the coaches began to carry the mails,
and five years later they were provided with springs, of
which they had previously been innocent. The next
step was the introduction of lighter vehicles; and by the
end of the century it was possible, thanks also to the
improvement in the roads, to get from London to
Brighton in eight hours at the cost of some fifteen
shillings for a single fare. Before George IV was dead,
over three hundred coaches used to pass Hyde Park
daily. The gradual change in the speed of travelling,
even by coach, can be gauged from the fact that in 1750
it took three days to go from London to Bath. In 1776
Johnson started at n.o a.m., and arrived the next day
at 7.0 p.m. In 1827 Dickens makes his hero leave at
7.0 a.m., and arrive at 7.30 p.m.
The difficulties of travelling explain to no inconsider-
able extent the indifference of the ordinary townsman
to the wilder beauties of nature, and the monuments of
the past were still regarded in the light of quarries.
The formal garden was much admired, and the influence
of Holland and Versailles reigned supreme in matters
horticultural. Nor is this remarkable when it is remem-
bered that those places where nature was to be seen at
its wildest were precisely those that were most unsafe.
Even the beauty of a sunset over the sea is liable to be
marred by the possible arrival of a landing-party from a
hostile ship, and it is not easy to wax enthusiastic about a
Highland glen when at any moment a wild clansman with
a claymore may rise from the heather. The Englishman
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